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a b s t r a c t

This study elaborates the theoretical and experimental analysis for the effectiveness of different
photovoltaic thermal (PVT) configurations along with their building implications. An experiment was
performed on especially designed four identical prototype test cells emphasise the building integration
photovoltaic thermal (BiPVT) systems. A comparative analysis of four different possible PVT configura-
tions integrated on identical test cells namely; Case 1: Glass-to-glass PV with duct integrated on a test
cell, Case 2: Glass-to -glass PV without duct integrated on a test cell, Case 3: Glass to tedlar PV with duct
integrated on a test cell and Case 4: Glass to tedlar PV without duct integrated on a test cell was carried
out. Analytical model of the electrical and thermal performance for different cases was developed and
experimentally validated in outdoor conditions. On the basis of the correlation coefficient (r) and root
mean square percent deviation (e), a fair agreement between theoretically calculated and experimentally
observed values is achieved. The glass to glass PV module gives better both electrical and thermal per-
formance with hourly average hm 12.65% and 12.70% for case 1 and 2 respectively. Similarly, the hourly
average hith was observed 32.77% and 25.44% for case 1 and 2 respectively. Further, thermal load levelling
with varying packing factor, mass flow rate of air through the PV integrated duct, absorptivity (degra-
dation effect) and transmittivity (dusting effect) are also discussed.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic thermal (PVT) collector comprises of an interesting
solar technology to be integrated in a building, since they generate
both electricity and heat from a single implemented component
[1]. On an average, photovoltaic (PV) system converts about 20% of
incident irradiance in to electrical yields, while 80% remains un-
utilized and is turned into heat [2,3]. Thus, the utilization of un-
tapped energy and enhancing the energy yields per unit area is an
important aspect of hybrid PVT systems [4]. Moreover, the optional
conversion allows us to optimize electrical or thermal energy
depending upon load requirements [5]. Kern and Russel introduced
the concept of PVT using air and water as a working fluid [6]. Since
last four decades, a significant amount of research in PVT tech-
nology has been done, several publications focusing advanced
innovative systems and products are available in literature [5]. In
mid-70s, several authors such as Wolf [7] and Florschuetz [8]

conducted research on solar hybrid system, and developed theo-
retical models with experimental studies to configure the efficiency
and electrical yields. During 1980s, several research groups focused
on the development of flat plate collector (PVT). Like Mbewe et al.
[9] and Handy et al. [10], a few authors designed concentrated
hybrid collectors (CPVT). Furthering development of this technol-
ogy, various experimental and theoretical models of PVT cooled
with air or water were analyzed. Similarly, Sopian et al. [11]
experimentally evaluated PVT with air for single and double pass.
In comparative analysis of PVT cooled with air and water, Prakash
[12] observed that the panels cooled with water achieve higher
efficiency as compared to those cooled with air. A transient model
developed by Bergene and Løvvik [13] concluded that PVT with
water can achieve overall efficiencies in between 60% and 80%. In
the last decade, several authors have published advanced designs of
hybrid panels or collectors, proposed different theoretical models
with experimental evaluation, compared several solar hybrid ty-
pologies including combi-panel, and proposed new models with
advances improvements [14e18]. Recently, researchers have
implemented the advanced PVT with more complicated integra-
tion, like heat pumps [19] and refrigerating machines [20] etc.
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Further, the new CPVT concept was explored by as Li et al. [21], Al-
Alili et al. [22] or Buonomano et al. [23], studying both their
effectiveness as well as direct application of cooling and heating
systems. In comparative analysis of PVT and CPVT coupled with
adsorption and absorption devices designed by Del Amo et al. [24]
observed that thermal efficiency of PVT with water significantly
drops at high temperature demand (e.g. absorption devices). They
proposed an advanced design of PVT with water to achieve higher
thermal efficiency in high temperature load demands.

As discussed, hybrid PVT collectors/panels can attain better
overall efficiency since they have capability to convert a large
amount of incident solar irradiance in usable energy form. For low
temperature applications, the overall efficiency can be reached up
to 60%e80% [13]. However, as operating temperature increases,
significant reduction is observed in electrical and thermal perfor-
mance of PVT system [25]. As from the fact that in uncovered PVT
collector, the falling rate of thermal efficiency with increasing
operating temperature is higher than conventional thermal col-
lectors. This is due to the reduction in convection losses in presence
of glass cover for thermal collectors. Earlier studies considered both
covered and uncovered collectors to assess the appropriateness of
glass cover on a thermosyphon based PVT water heating system
[26]. In addition, the coproduction of electrical and thermal energy
simultaneously by same panels induces the fields of its energy and
exergy analysis considering the Second Law of Thermodynamics
[27]. The monthly performance of photovoltaic was increased from
to 2.8%e7.7% with the thermal efficiency of about 49% by using an
unglazed PVT configuration [28]. Introduction of metallic bond
collector and water as a working fluid with single glazing increases
PV electrical efficiency by 2% at a mass flow rate, 0.01 kg/s [29]. So
far, several researchers confronted this problem and developed
models or equations to calculate the exergy efficiency of PVT panel
[30,31]. Further, the effort to improve thermal efficiencies in PVT
collectors is an important factor for the advancement of this hybrid
technology [32]. Therefore, the advancement can be performed by
using an additional layer over PV that assists to reduce heat losses
through front surface of the panel. When compared with air, water
based PVT systems show higher heat exchange efficiency since
water has high heat capacity and density. These systems are
desirable for local conditions having high solar irradiance level and
ambient temperature. In an extensive review, Chow [5] mentioned
the various experimental outdoor studies, which suggested that
thermal performance of water based PVT system can be equivalent
to a conventional thermal collector, with additional electrical yield
generation. However, water based PVT systems have limited
implication due to heavy weight, cost and ducting required for
liquid coolant. On the other hand, air based PVT systems have more
practical applications such as large roof and façade especially for
cold climatic conditions. Their installation procedures are less
complicated, lighter, easy to install with low maintenance, and no
requirement of anti-freezing additives [33,34].

In 2008, Fung and Yung [35] presented a one dimensional
thermal model of semi transparent photovoltaic modules used in
façade as building integrated photovoltaic thermal (BiPVT) system.
Anderson et al. [36] investigated the performance of a building
integrated photovoltaic thermal (BiPVT) solar collector. They sug-
gested that design parameters such as fin efficiency, thermal con-
ductivity of solar cell and its supporting structure, laminating
material placed a significant influence on the overall efficiency of
BiPVT system. In study of air based BiPVT system, Kim and Kim [37]
concluded that BiPVT systems assist in maintaining high electrical
efficiency compared to the adverse effect observed in BiPV systems
without ventilation. In the earlier study by Yin et al. [38] for energy
efficiency of a building, novel design of BiPVT system used solar
roofing over the traditional asphalt shingle roof with photovoltaic

system offering significant advantages.
In order to enhance the heat transfer between ducting air and

PV module, multiple inlets BiPVT system was designed and
analyzed by Yand and Athienitis [39]. BiPVT system can either be
semi-transparent or opaque type. With daylighting application,
semi transparent type BiPVT can be integrated over the walls, roofs,
and glazing of the building. On contrary, both semi transparent and
opaque type BiPVT system can be implemented on the wall and
roofs without considering daylighting conception [40]. Vats et al.
[30] developed a comparative model, for Building integrated opa-
que photovoltaic thermal (BiOPVT) system and Building integrated
semi transparent photovoltaic thermal (BiSPVT) system used as
roof and façade, giving analytical expression of room air tempera-
ture and observed that semi transparent photovoltaic modules is
more suitable than opaque [40].

In earlier studies, important point to consider was that the most
of the previously developed models have not experimentally vali-
dated and none of the authors have developed analytical model for
electrical and thermal efficiency of different PVT configuration
along with mathematical expressions of room air temperature in a
single study. In order to understand the efficacy of different PVT
configuration in implication for building, four prototype identical
insulated test cells have been designed over which different PVT
configuration were integrated for their comparative performance
evaluations. No air exchange from ambient to inside to test cells
took place, and available thermal energy inside test cell attributes
to heat transfer through PVT configuration to comprehend its heat
transfer capacity. In this study, analytical model for electrical effi-
ciency, module operating temperature, and room air temperature
for four potential cases namely; Case 1: Glass-to-glass PV with duct
integrated on a test cell, Case 2: Glass-to -glass PV without duct
integrated on a test cell, Case 3: Glass to tedlar PV with duct inte-
grated on a test cell, and Case 4: Glass to tedlar PV without duct
integrated on a test cell have been developed and experimentally
validated in New Delhi weather condition.

The proposed numerical model includes the finding of analytical
expressions of electrical efficiency and room air temperature for
different PVT configurations in terms of the dependability of its
components. Once the numerical expression is attained, one can
observe the reliability of the system for any implication by
substituting the parametric values and local climatic condition into
the expression. This study was conducted to facilitate the impli-
cation of PVT technology at distributed level such as space heating,
electricity production, clothing industries, increasing biogas pro-
duction, sun bathing, and greenhouse usage, etc.

2. Experimental setup & working principle

The experimental setup consists of two types of mono-
crystalline photovoltaic modules namely glass-to-glass and glass-
to-tedlar with arrangement of with and without duct integrated
on prototype completely insulated identical test cells. The photo-
graphic view of all the four above configurations of glass to glass PV
module and glass to tedlar PV module with and without duct are
shown in Fig. 1. The schematic view of different configurations of
glass to glass PV module of with and without a duct integrated on
the test cells (Case 1 and 2) are shown in Fig. 2 (a) & (b). Similarly,
the arrangement of glass to tedlar PV module with and without a
duct configuration integrated on test cells (Case 3 and 4) are shown
in Fig. 2 (c) & (d). The physical experiment and prototypes reflect
building integration of PVT systems. For ducted cases, a DC of 12 V is
used to operate in forcedmode, which is run by PVmodule directly.
Both types of PV modules are manufactured by Central Electronics
Ltd. (CEL), Sahibabad, Ghaziabad (UP). The main characteristic
values of glass to glass PV and glass to tedlar PV modules; electrical
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efficiency under Standard Test condition STC (Solar intensity,
1000 W/m2, module temperature, 25 �C) and their temperature
coefficient of electrical efficiency as well as other parameters such
as packing factor, length, width, used to execute the experiment are
tabulated in Table 1. The other considered parameters used during
the study were same as taken by Vats et al. [30] and Dubey et al.
[41]. The blackened aluminium duct is embodied in ducted cases;
Case 1 and 3 having cross section 0.68 m � 1 m � 0.04 m and
0.66 � 0.8 m � 0.04 m respectively. For this experiment, four
prototype insulated identical test cell were fabricated and their
design parameters used in the experimentation are tabulated in
Table 2. These prototype test cells were made up of wood board of
thickness 0.05m and completely sealedwith insulating tape so that
no air exchange or infiltration from ambient to inside of test cell
takes place. To maintain complete insulation, polystyrene sheet of
thickness 0.12 m was homogeneously diffused inside test cells. In
PVT with duct configuration, a DC fan is used to carry away thermal

energy available on back surface by blowing heated air from
module to inside of test cell, this process continuously goes on
without taking external air. During the experiment, inside air of test
cell is continuously heating up over again and again and DC fan in
force convection mode operation helps to maintain a stream line
flow inside duct. The DC fan consumes small amount of electricity
and load current, IL and load Voltage, VL measured at regular in-
terval of 60 min. All the four PVT system configurations are placed
on the roof-top of a building situated at IIT Delhi Campus in New
Delhi (28�3605000N 77�1203200E). The photovoltaic parameters such
as short-circuit current, Isc, open circuit voltage, Voc and maximum
power, Pm and module electrical efficiency, ambient temperature,
Ta and solar intensity, I(t) were measured continuously with an
interval of 60 min. Since observing variation in test cell inside
temperature, Tr per minute or 15min interval was very difficult due
to minimal change in temperature therefore hourly observation
have been carried out to give the substantial base for thermal

Fig. 1. Photograph of the experimental set up at the roof-top of IIT Delhi, New Delhi.

Fig. 2. Schematic view of four different possible configurations; (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3 and (d) Case 4.
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analysis. In PVT configuration, PV modules were mounted on the
prototype identical test cells in such a way that tilted angle of
modules is equal to latitude of location facing towards south as
shown in photographic viewof experimental setup Fig.1. Calibrated
T-type thermocouple (least count: 0.1) with digital 10 channel
temperature indicator (resolution: 0.1 �C) and infrared thermom-
eter (�50 �Ce1000 �C; least count: 0.1) were used to measure in-
side test cell temperature, Tr, modules operating temperature, Tc,
ducted plate temperature, Tp fluid (air) temperature at both ends of
the duct for ducted case, Tfi/Tfo. And, for ambient temperature,
mercury thermometer (0e120 �C; least count: 0.2 �C) was
employed whereas for wind speed and DC fan speed, digital
anemometer (Lutron, 0.2e30 m/s; least count: 0.1 m/s) were used.
Calibrated digital solarimeter (CEL; 0e1200 W/m2; least count:
1W) was used to measure incident solar irradiance that has similar
spectral response as used photovoltaic modules. Before using
thermocouples, all thermocouples were in thermal equilibrium and
calibrated with constant bath method (NUMAN D 100). An AC/DC
clamp meter/multi-meter (Fluke 87 V multi-meters; least count:
0.2% for current & 0.06% for voltage) was used to measure short
circuit current, Isc, open circuit voltage, Voc, load current, IL, and
load voltage, VL at five different point of varying loads 0e5 KU
connected with modules to determine fill factor, FF. Total uncer-
tainty generated due to the used measuring instruments are
tabulated in Table 3 [42].

3. Thermal modelling and analysis of PV modules

In all cases of PVT configurations, used prototype test cells were
completely insulated and no air exchange or infiltrations from

ambient to inside of test cells took place. In order to write the en-
ergy balance equation of photovoltaic modules, the following as-
sumptions have been made and viewed as an ordered
approximation of this study:

� The experiment was executed when the system is in quasi-
steady state.

� The flow of air through the duct is considered stream line.
� Highly insulating material homogeneously configured inside
test cells.

� Thermal loss due to ventilation/infiltration from the test cell is
negligible.

Case 1: Glass to glass PV module with duct
For solar cells of PV module [1]

acbctgIðtÞbdx ¼
h
Uc;aðTc � TaÞ þ Uc;f

�
Tc � Tf

�i
bdx

þ hctgbcIobdx (1)

2
4Availablesolar energy rate
on solar cell

3
5 ¼

2
4Overall heatloss from top cell
surface to ambient

3
5

þ
2
4Heat transferrate from cell
to working fluid

3
5

þ
2
4Electricalenergy
production rate

3
5

where UG c;p ¼ Uc;a þ Uc;f and hm ¼ hctgbc, the values for design
parameters as well as expression for different configuration are
available in Table 1 and appendix respectively.

Tc ¼
 

Uc;a

UG c;p

!
Ta þ

 
Uc;f

UG c;p

!
Tf þ

 
acbctgIðtÞ
UG c;p

! 
1� hm

ateff ;1

!

(1a)

The temperature dependent electrical efficiency of a PV module
[1],

hm ¼ hmo½1� boðTc � ToÞ� Where; ðTc � ToÞ � 0 (2)

The operating temperature of cell using the temperature
dependent electrical efficiency for PV module after substituting Eq.
(2), the Eq. (1) becomes,

Tc ¼
ðUc;aTaþUc;f Tf Þ

UG c;p
þ
�
acbctg
UG c;p

�
IðtÞ �

�
hmo
UG c;p

�
f1þ boTogIðtÞ�

1� hmoboIðtÞ
UG c;p

� (3)

The value of denominator term ðhmoboIðtÞ=UG c;pÞ has almost
negligible value whatever the solar irradiance range 0e1000W/m2.

Thus,

 
1� hmoboIðtÞ

UG c;p

!
y1.

Tc ¼
�
Uc;aTa þ Uc;f Tf

�
UG c;p

þ
(
acbctg � hmoð1þ boToÞ

UG c;p

)
IðtÞ (3a)

For blackened absorber plate

�
apð1� bcÞtgIðtÞ

�
bdx ¼

h
hf
�
Tp � Tf

�
þ Up;a

�
Tp � Tr

�i
bdx (4)

Table 1
Design parameters and characteristic values of both glass to tedlar and glass to glass
PV modules used during the experiment.

Parameter (Symbol) Unit Glass/tedlar PV Glass/glass PV

b m 0.66 0.69 m
L m 0.8 1
ma kg/s 0.0058 0.0058
Ca J/kg K 1005.00 1005.00
ac fraction 0.90 0.90
ap fraction 0.80 0.80
bo K-1 0.0045 0.0045
at fraction 0.50 _
bc fraction 0.83 0.65
hmo fraction 0.13 0.135
tg fraction 0.95 0.95
Kg W/mK 1.1 1.1
Lg m 0.003 0.003
KT W/mK 0.033 _
LT m 0.0005 _
Pmp Watt 75 75
Vmp Volt 17.5 17.7
Imp Ampere 4.14 4.2
Voc Volt 21 21.4
Isc Ampere 4.4 4.6

Table 2
Parameters of Test cell used in experimentation.

Parameters Units Values

Inside wall surface (As) m2 1.46
Inside volume of test cell m3 0.56
Thickness of wood (lw) m 0.03
Mass of air inside test cell (Mr) kg 0.686
Thickness of insulation (li) m 0.15
Thermal conductivity of wood (kw) W/mK 0.09
Thermal conductivity of insulation (ki) W/mK 0.022
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2
664
Solar energy rate
available on
blackened surface due
non packing area

3
775 ¼

2
4Heat transferrate from blackened
plate to working fluid

3
5

þ
2
4Overall heatloss from plate
to test cell

3
5

From Eq. (4), the expression for plate temperature is given as,

Tp ¼ ateff2IðtÞ þ hf Tf þ Up ;aTr
Up ;a þ hf

(4a)

For air flowing through the duct

_maCa
dTf
dx

dx ¼
h
hf
�
Tp � Tf

�
þ Uc;f ðTc � TrÞ

i
bdx (5)

2
4Mass flow
rate of flowing
fluid

3
5 ¼

2
664
Rate of heat
transfer from
blackened plate to
flowing fluid

3
775

þ
2
4Overall heat
transfer from cell
to test cell

3
5

After substituting the Eqs. (3a) and (4a) in the Eq. (5), the so-
lution of first order differential equation with boundary condition,
at Tfjx¼0, Tf ¼ Tfi and at Tfjx¼L, Tf ¼ Tfo.

Tf jx¼L ¼
�ðatÞGIðtÞ þ UTtTr þ UtTa

UL;G

	�
1� exp



� bUL;GL

_maCa

�	

þ Tf jx¼0 exp


� bUL;GL

_maCa

�
(5a)

The average air temperature over the air duct length below PV
module is given as,

Tf ¼
1
L

ZL
0

Tf dx

¼
�ðatÞGIðtÞ þ UTtTr þ UtTa

UL;G

	241�
1� exp

�
� bUL;GL

_maCa

�
bUL;GL
_maCa

3
5

þ Tfi
1� exp

�
� bUL;GL

_maCa

�
bUL;GL
_maCa

(5b)

For test cell integrating ducted glass to glass PVT module

_maCa
�
Tfo � Tr

�
¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
þ ðUAÞtðTr � TaÞ (6)

After substituting the value of Tf from Eq. (5b), the solution of
first order differential equation with boundary condition, at Trjt¼0,
Tr ¼ Tri and at Trjt ¼t, Tr ¼ Tr is given as,

Tr ¼ f ðtÞ
a

�
1� e�at

�
þ Trie

�at (7)

where; a ¼ 1
MrCa

�
ðUAÞt þ



Ut

Ut þ UTt

��
1� exp



� bUL;GL

_maCa

�	
;

f ðtÞ ¼ 1
MrCa

�
_maCa


ðatÞGIðtÞ þ UtTa
Ut þ UTt

��
1� exp



� bUL;GL

_maCa

�

þ ðUAÞtTa
	

If Tfi ¼ Tr and Tf ¼ Tf , then from Eqs. (2) and (3a) and (5b), the
expression for temperature dependent electrical efficiency is given
as,

where, Xo ¼ bUL;GL
_maCa

.

The hourly rate of useful thermal energy available at test cell
after incorporated ducted glass to glass PVT module can be repre-
sented as [29,30],

Table 3
Uncertainty in measured after using measuring instruments can be defined as follows [42].

Uncertainty Parameters Calculation

Temperature (UT,total) (combination of digital thermometer, mercury
thermometer, T-type thermocouples, digital temperature indicator, junction
point and temperature error in reading)

UT,total ¼ [(Udig.)2 þ (Umer.)2 þ (Uthermoc.)2 þ (Udigi-indi.)2 (Ujunc.)2 þ (Uread.)2]1/2 ¼
[0.12þ0.22þ0.12þ0.12þ0.12þ0.12]1/2 ¼ 0.30

Air velocity measurement (UA,total) (combination of anemometer and reading
inhomogeneity)

UA,total ¼ [(UAnem.)2 þ (Uread.)2]1/2 ¼ [(0.1)2 þ(0.1)2]1/2 ¼ 0.14

Solar intensity measurement (US,total) (combination of digital Solarimeter and
reading inhomogeneity)

US,total ¼ [(Usolar.)2 þ (Uread.)2]1/2 ¼ [(1)2 þ (1)2]1/2 ¼ 1.4

Total uncertainty in experimental observation (UO,total) UO,total ¼ [(UT,total)2 þ (UA,total)2þ (US,total)2]1/2 ¼ [(0.3)2 þ (0.14)2 þ (1.4)2]1/2 ¼
±1.43%

hm ¼ hmo

2
666641� bo

8>>>><
>>>>:

 
ateff1IðtÞ þ Uc;aTa

Uc;a þ Uc;f

!
þ
�


hp1ðatÞGIðtÞ þ hp1UTtTr þ hp1UtTa
UL;G

�	
�
1� 1� expð�XoÞ

Xo

	
þ hp1Tr

�
1� expð�XoÞ

Xo


� To

9>>>>=
>>>>;

3
77775 (8)
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Q
:

u ¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
(9)

Case 2: Glass to glass PV module without duct
For solar cells of PV module [1]

acbctgIðtÞbdx ¼ �Uc;aðTc � TaÞ þ UbðTc � TrÞ
�
bdx

þ hctgbcIðtÞ bdx (10)

2
4Available solar
energy rate
on PV module

3
5 ¼

2
4Overall heat
loss from solar cell top
surface to ambient

3
5

þ
2
4Overall heat
loss from solar cell
back side to test cell

3
5

þ
2
4 Electrical
energy production
rate

3
5

where, hm ¼ hctgbc. From Eq. (2), substituting the expression for
temperature dependent electrical efficiency, after consider the
approximation methods the expression for solar cell temperature
become

Tc ¼
�
acbctg � hmoð1þ boToÞ

�
IðtÞ þ UbTr þ Uc;aTa

Uc;a þ Ub
(10a)

For test cell integrating with glass to glass PV module

MrCa
dTr
dt

þ ðUAÞtðTr � TaÞ ¼ tgð1� bcÞIðtÞAm þ UbðTc � TrÞAm

(11)

After substituting the value of Tc from Eq. (10a), the solution of
first order differential equation with boundary condition, at Trjt¼0,
Tr ¼ Tri and at Trjt ¼t, Tr ¼ Tr is given as,

Tr ¼ f ðtÞ
a

�
1� e�at

�
þ Trie

�at (12)

where, a ¼
�
ðUAÞtþhb1Uc;aAm

MrCa

	
, hb1 ¼ Ub

Uc;aþUb

f ðtÞ ¼
�nateff3 þ ateff1hb1

o
IðtÞAm þ �ðUAÞt þ hb1U c;aAm

�
Ta

MrCa

	

The temperature dependent electrical efficiency of glass to glass
PV module from Eq. (2), using Eqs. (12) and (10a) is given as,

hm ¼ hmo

�
1� bo

�
ateff1IðtÞ þ UbTr þ U c;aTa

Uc;a þ Ub
� To

	
(13)

The hourly rate of useful thermal energy available in test cell
installing glass to glass PV module can be represented as [29,30],

Q
:

u ¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
(14)

Case 3: Glass to tedlar PV module with duct
For solar cells of PV module [1]

½acbc þ aT ð1� bcÞ�IðtÞbdx ¼ �Uc;aðTc � TaÞ þ UT
�
Tc � Tp

��
bdx

þ tghc bcIðtÞ bdx
(15)

2
4 Solar energyrate available
on PV module

3
5 ¼

2
4Overall heatloss from solar cell
top surface to ambient

3
5

þ
2
4Overall heat
transfer from solar cell
back surface to tedlar

3
5

þ
2
4 Electrical
energy
production rate

3
5

where, hm ¼ hctgbc. After substituting Eq. (15) and using the
approximation methods in Eq. (2),

Tc ¼
Uc;aTa þ UTTp þ

�
tgfacbc þ aT ð1� bcÞg � hmoð1þ boToÞ

�
IðtÞ

Uc;a þ UT

(15a)

For the back surface of the tedlar

UT
�
Tc � Tp

�
bdx ¼ hT

�
Tp � Tf

�
bdx (16)

�
Overall heat transfer from
solar cell back surface to tedlar

	

¼
�
Rate of heat transfer
from tedlar to working fluid

	

After substituting Eq. (15a), the tedlar back surface temperature
of PV module is given as,

Tp¼
hp1
�
tgfacbcþaT ð1�bcÞg�hmoð1þboToÞ

�
IðtÞþUTtTaþhTTf

UTtþhT
(16a)

For the air flowing below the tedlar

_maCa
dTf
dx

dxþ Ubb

�
Tf � Tr

�
bdx ¼ hT

�
Tp � Tf

�
bdx (17)

2
4Mass flow
rate of working
fluid

3
5þ

2
4Overall heat transferfrom working fluid to
ambient

3
5

¼
2
4Rate of heat transfer
from tedlar back surface
to working fluid

3
5

After substituting the Eqs. (15a) and (16a) in the Eq. (17), the
solution of first order differential equation with boundary condi-
tion, at Tfjx¼0, Tf ¼ Tfi and at Tfjx¼L, Tf ¼ Tfo.

Tf jx¼L ¼
�
hp2hp1ateff IðtÞ þ Ut;f Ta þ UbbTr

UL;T

	�
1� exp



� bUL;TL

_maCa

�	

þ Tf jx¼0 exp


� bUL;TL

_maCa

�
(17a)

The average air temperature over the air duct length below PV
module is given as,
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Tf ¼
1
L

ZL
0

Tf dx

¼
�
hp2hp1ateff IðtÞ þ Ut;f Ta þ UbbTr

UL;T

	241�
1� exp

�
� bUL;T L

_maCa

�
bUL;T L
_maCa

3
5

þ Tr
1� exp

�
� bUL;T L

_maCa

�
bUL;T L
_maCa

(17b)

For test cell integrating ducted glass to tedlar PVT module

_maCa
h
Tfo � Tr

i
¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
þ ðUAÞtðTr � TaÞ (18)

After substituting the value of Tf from Eq. (17b), the solution of
first order differential equation with boundary condition, at Trjt¼0,
Tr ¼ Tri and at Trjt ¼t, Tr ¼ Tr is given as,

Tr ¼ f ðtÞ
a

�
1� e�at

�
þ Trie

�at (18a)

where, a ¼ 1
MrCa

�
ðUAÞt þ



Ut;f

UL;T

��
1� exp



� bUL;T L

_maCa

�	

f ðtÞ ¼ 1
MrCa

�
_maCa

�
hp2hp1ateff IðtÞ þ Ut;f Ta

UL;T


�
1� exp



� bUL;TL

_maCa

�
þ ðUAÞtTa

	

If Tfi ¼ Tr and Tf ¼ Tf , then from Eqs. (2) and (15a) and (17b), the
expression for temperature dependent electrical efficiency is given
as,

where, Xo ¼ bULG�T L
_maCa

The hourly rate of useful thermal energy obtained for a test cell
after integrating glass to tedlar PVT module is given as [29,30],

Q
:

u ¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
(20)

Case 4: Glass to tedlar PV module without duct
For solar cells of PV module [1]

tg ½acbc þ aT ð1� bcÞ�IðtÞbdx ¼ �U c;aðTc � TaÞ þ UbðTc � TrÞ
�
bdx

þ tghacbcIðtÞ bdx
(21)

2
4 Solar energyfalling rate available
on PV module

3
5 ¼

2
4Overall heatloss from solar cell top
surface to ambient

3
5

þ
2
4Overall heatloss from solar cell back
surface to test cell

3
5

þ
2
4Electricalenergy
production rate

3
5

where, hm ¼ hctgbc. After substituting the Eq. (2), using expression
for temperature dependent electrical efficiency in Eq. (21), using
the approximation methods then expression for solar cell tem-
perature is

Tc ¼ tg ½acbc þ aT ð1� bcÞ � hmoð1þ boToÞ�IðtÞ þ Uc;aTa þ UbTr�
Uc;a þ Ub

�
(21a)

For test cell integrating glass to tedlar PV module

UbðTc � TrÞAm ¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
þ ðUAÞtðTr � TaÞ (22)

After substituting the value of, Tc from Eq. (21a), the solution of
first order differential equation with boundary condition, at Trjt¼0,
Tr ¼ Tri and at Trjt ¼t, Tr ¼ Tr is given as,

Tr ¼ f ðtÞ
a

�
1� e�at

�
þ Trie

�at (22a)

where, a ¼
�
ðUAÞtþUbð1�hp1ÞAm

MrCa

	
, hb1 ¼ Ub

ðUt c;aþUbÞ ;

f ðtÞ ¼
�
ateff IðtÞAmhb1 þ

�
hb1Uc;aAm þ ðUAÞt

�
Ta

MrCa

	

The temperature dependent electrical efficiency Eqs (2) and
(21a),

hm ¼ hmo

"
1� bo

(
ateff IðtÞ þ Uc;aTa þ UbTr�

Uc;a þ Ub
� � To

)#
(23)

The rate of useful thermal energy obtained for a test cell after
integrating glass to tedlar PV module is given as [29,30],

Q
:

u ¼ MrCa



dTr
dt

�
(24)

hm ¼ hmo

2
66666666664
1� bo

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

Uc;aTa þ ateff IðtÞ
Uc;a þ UT

þ hp1hp1ateff IðtÞ þ hp1UTtTa
UTt þ hT

� To þ
hp1hT

ðUTt þ hT Þ8>>>><
>>>>:



hp2hp1ateff IðtÞ þ Ut;f Ta þ UbbTr

UL;T

�

1� 1� expð�XoÞ

Xo

�

þTr



1� expð�XoÞ

Xo

�
9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;

3
77777777775

(19)
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For experimentally observation, electrical efficiency of PV can be
calculated by the following expression [1],

hm ¼ Isc$Voc$FF � IL$VL

IðtÞ$Am
¼ Im$Vm � IL$VL

IðtÞ$Am
(25)

Here, IL and VL are load current and voltage for a DC fan incor-
porated in ducted PV configuration of Case 1 and 3. FF is fill factor or
power factor that defines the sharpness of I-V curve knee.

The instantaneous thermal efficiency, hith have been calculated
by using the following expression,

hith ¼ Q
:

u

IðtÞ$Am
(26)

Thermal load levelling (TLL)
As the PVT systems are integrated over the room, their tem-

perature fluctuate according to the fluctuation observed in ambient
condition (solar intensity I(t), ambient temperature, Ta). Likewise
temperature inside the test cell was varied with solar intensity, I(t)
and ambient temperature, Ta that are time dependent [1,30].
Therefore, the thermal load levelling is necessary to reduce the
fluctuation inside the test cell.

TLL ¼
�
Tr;max � Tr;min

��
Tr;max þ Tr;min

� (27)

In order to attain thermal stability inside prototype test cell
during day time, TLL should beminimum that will help in achieving
less fluctuation [1,42]. For various applications such as space
heating, thermal comfort, constant sun bath, biogas production and
greenhouse crops cultivation/drying stable temperature is required
that is the basic utility to observe TLL for different PVT
configurations.

The experimentally observed results are equated with the
theoretical results using thermal modelling are evaluated by
considering two parameters; correlation coefficient, r and root
mean square deviation, e measured by using following expression
[1],

Correlation coefficient r¼ N
P

XiYi�ðPXiÞð
P

YiÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N
P

X2
i �ðPXiÞ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N
P

Y2
i �ðPYiÞ2

q
(28)

r > 0 indicates a positive linear relationship.
r < 0 indicates a negative linear relationship.
r ¼ 0 implies no linear relationship between two variables.

Root mean square percent deviation e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP ðeiÞ2

N

s
(29)

where ei ¼
�
Xi�Yi
Xi

	
� 100, Yi (experimental values of variables), and

Xi (theoretical values of variables).

4. Results & discussion

The hourly observed incident solar intensity, I(t) on the PV
modules and ambient temperature, Ta on Jan 02, 2016 are shown in
Fig. 3. The experiment was executed on a clear day when the ratio
of daily diffuse to daily global irradiance is less than or equal to 0.25.
The solar irradiance attains maximum value of 906 W/m2 in be-
tween 12:00 to 13:00 and has maximum ambient temperature
between 14:00 to 15:00 that reached up to 23.7 �C. For theoretical
analysis, experimentally observed incident solar irradiance, I(t) and

ambient temperature, Ta were used to calculated module operating
temperature, Tc, by using Eqs. (3), (10a), (15a) and (21a) for the
cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The experimental validation by data
correlation and theoretical calculation for measuring required pa-
rameters was carried out by computational algorithm based on
MATLAB software is shown in Fig. 4. This study illustrates the
benefits of Building integrated photovoltaic-thermal (BiPVT) sys-
tem, and helps in the selection of the configuration suitable for a
specific requirement based on the climatic condition and load de-
mand for space heating.

The photovoltaic parameters for all the cases have been
measured at regular intervals of time as tabulated in Table 4. The Isc
values for the cases 1 and 2 do not show much variance with
installation of duct whereas even without duct, the case 2 has
higher value as compared with the case 1. These trends of Isc for
both cases are independent of weather conditions. However, cases
3 and 4 do not follow these trends, here, installation of a duct en-
hances the performance of glass-to-tedlar PV module and likewise
the case 3 has higher Isc as compared to the case 4 since lower
operating temperature, Tc enhance PV module voltage, Voc and cell
current, Isc. Moreover, an increase in Isc was observed with oper-
ating temperature reduction due to marginal increase of photo-
generation rate along with reduction in the band gap energy. The
temperature rise enhances the dark current that induces negative
effect on cell voltage due to rapid growth in reverse saturation
current [1]. In glass to tedlar PV module, open-circuit voltage, Voc
shows significant influence in case 3 than case 4 due to the sub-
stantial decrease in module operating temperature, Tc. Since duct
any how helps in reducing the module temperature whereas on the
contrary glass to glass PVmodules have not exhibited similar trends
[29,34e38]. Here, case 2 provided higher Voc as compared to the
case 1 due to the absence of heated duct plate as encountered in
case 1 and continuous heating of pre heated inside air of test cell.
Though, this phenomenon was not observed in non integrated
application of glass to glass PVT systemwhere input air of duct was
ambient air as defined by Dubey et al. [43].

Fig. 5 compares the experimentally observed electrical effi-
ciencies at regular intervals of time for all the cases by using Eq.
(25). Glass to glass PV module achieves higher efficiency as
compared to glass-to-tedlar PV module for both with and without
duct cases as observed in several previous studies [14,29,30,34].
Daily average electrical efficiency for different cases has been found
to be 12.65%, 12.7%, 11.9%, and 11.6% for Case 1, 2, 3 and 4 respec-
tively. For cases 1 and 2, the electrical efficiencies almost remained
the same. The substantial variations in electrical efficiencies were
observed in cases 3 and 4. The comparison of experimentally
measured and theoretically calculated electrical efficiency as well
as measured PV module operating temperature, Tc for all the cases
are shown in Fig. 6(a)e(d). The theoretical electrical efficiency of
case 1 and case 2 were calculated by using Eqs. (8) and (13)
respectively. Eqs. (19) and (23) were used to obtain theoretical
electrical efficiency of case 3 and case 4 respectively. The variations
in the pattern of experimentally measured values were first in-
creases with time and later decreases with time as observed
through theoretical calculated values. The variation in the pattern
of PV module electrical efficiency can be understood by module
operating temperature fluctuation, as temperature reaches up to
maximum value their corresponding electrical efficiency approach
to minimum value. Even with the incorporation of duct over both
types of PV module, phenomenon remains the same. Dubey et al.
[43] and Chow [29] also observed the similar kind of phenomenon,
as operating temperature decreases, electrical efficiency increases
and vice versa. To equate theoretically calculated with experi-
mentally observed results, Eqs. (28) and (29) were used to calculate
correlation coefficient (r) and root mean square percent deviation
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(e) as depicted in Fig. 6. The values of correlation coefficient (r) and
root mean square percent deviation (e) are varying from 0.867 to
0.911 and 2.51 to 3.42 respectively. The experimentally measured

values show close agreement with theoretically calculated results.
The maximum daily hourly average PV module operating temper-
ature, Tc was attained by case 4 with value 46 �C followed by 41.7 �C

Fig. 3. The hourly variation of solar intensity, I(t) and ambient temperature, Ta on the Jan 02, 2016.

Fig. 4. Flow chart of the methodology followed in the performance analysis of different PVT configuration.
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of case 3 and their corresponding daily electrical averages were
about 11.65% and 11.95% respectively. For cases 1 and 2, daily
average operating temperatures, Tc were 36.7 �C and 35.6 �C
respectively. Their corresponding electrical efficiency, hm does not
show as much variation as measured in cases 3 and 4 on the con-
trary case 2 has marginally higher efficiency than case 1. Although,
these results are in dissent with observation recorded by Dubey at
al [43]. and Chow [29] since preheated inside air of test cells was
regularly used to cool the PV modules instead of ambient air.
Therefore, regular enclosure of preheated test cell air behind glass
to glass PV module increases the operating temperature, though

glass to tedlar PV module does not show such phenomenon. Thus,
glass to glass PV modules are more sensitive towards test cell room
temperature as compared to glass to tedlar PV modules.

Fig. 7 shows the experimentally observed and theoretically
calculated values of test cell room air temperature for different
cases, which indicates that inside air temperature of test cell, Tr of
case 1 attains higher temperature 28.3 �C followed by case 2, case 3
and case 4 with values 27.4 �C, 27 �C and 25 �C respectively. Further,
for both with and without duct case, glass to glass PV modules
achieved higher inside air temperature as compared with glass to
tedlar. This finding agrees with the results reported earlier by

Table 4
Hourly variation of Isc, Voc, FF and hm, of four PV configurations; (a) glass to glass PVmodules with and without duct (Case 1/2), (b) glass to tedlar PV modules with and without
duct (Case 3/4) have also been given.

Time Isc (A) Voc (V) FF hm (%) Tr (�C) Pm (W) Thermal Energy (W)

(hr) With
duct

Without
duct

With
duct

Without
duct

With
duct

Without
duct

With
duct

Without
duct

With
duct

Without
duct

With
duct

Without
duct

With
duct

Without
duct

(a)
07:00 2.00 2.18 20.78 20.82 0.57 0.52 13.3 13.36 8.2 8.1 23.61 23.62 66.69 40.71
08:00 3.00 3.16 20.60 20.72 0.57 0.54 13.2 13.25 9.5 9.4 35.43 35.44 99.03 63.31
09:00 3.72 3.74 19.61 19.71 0.68 0.67 13.08 13.15 11.9 11.7 49.61 49.6 141.95 92.87
10:00 3.98 4.00 19.50 19.69 0.73 0.72 12.72 12.8 15.6 15.3 56.71 56.63 169.76 110.85
11:00 4.38 4.40 19.10 19.38 0.82 0.80 12.19 12.28 19.3 18.9 68.75 68.59 214.34 140.93
12:00 4.46 4.47 18.60 18.87 0.86 0.84 11.95 12.03 23.3 22.8 71.19 70.94 230.66 150.60
13:00 4.40 4.42 18.70 18.77 0.84 0.83 11.96 12.03 24.7 24.1 69.4 69.18 226.72 147.26
14:00 4.31 4.32 19.03 19.07 0.81 0.80 11.97 12.04 27 26.2 66.47 66.25 221.08 142.21
15:00 4.12 4.13 19.40 19.37 0.76 0.76 12.12 12.18 28.3 27.4 60.64 60.45 203.88 129.42
16:00 3.55 3.57 19.83 19.85 0.64 0.64 12.66 12.7 27.1 26.1 45.14 45.06 152.89 93.81
17:00 2.00 2.67 20.12 20.17 0.63 0.47 13.22 13.2 24.7 23.6 25.2 25.2 91.73 51.58
18:00 1.40 1.47 9.6 9.40 0.93 0.66 13.49 13.49 21.6 20.5 12.56 9.04 52.68 19.28
(b)
07:00 1.80 1.79 19.28 19.10 0.60 0.61 12.8 12.7 8.1 8 20.89 20.74 50.33 17.01
08:00 2.54 2.49 19.00 18.51 0.64 0.67 12.78 12.51 9.4 9.1 31.14 30.76 72.51 25.38
09:00 3.47 3.36 18.76 18.36 0.66 0.69 12.32 12.07 11.7 11.2 43.21 42.35 102.41 36.94
10:00 3.69 3.56 18.25 17.73 0.73 0.76 11.93 11.62 15.2 14.6 49.12 47.86 123.07 45.76
11:00 4.15 3.91 17.82 17.22 0.80 0.84 11.34 10.94 18.8 17.8 58.93 56.87 154.83 58.48
12:00 4.21 4.05 17.35 16.77 0.83 0.86 11.08 10.65 22.5 21.3 60.81 58.45 167.90 64.62
13:00 4.16 4.01 17.42 16.78 0.82 0.85 11.1 10.69 23.8 22.3 59.37 57.16 165.90 64.22
14:00 4.01 3.87 17.92 17.35 0.79 0.82 11.13 10.74 25.9 24.1 56.99 54.96 163.40 63.96
15:00 3.81 3.69 18.62 18.28 0.74 0.75 11.32 10.96 27 25 52.24 50.61 152.54 60.34
16:00 3.27 3.20 19.26 18.87 0.63 0.64 11.94 11.7 25.8 23.5 39.38 38.6 117.71 47.10
17:00 1.67 1.56 18.51 18.22 0.72 0.78 12.6 12.4 23.3 20.9 22.29 22.11 75.36 30.69
18:00 1.36 1.12 18.30 18.15 0.45 0.40 13 12.89 20.2 17.7 11.19 8.06 47.36 17.11

Fig. 5. The comparison of hourly observed electrical efficiency, hm for different cases, and ambient temperature, Ta.
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Fig. 6. The hourly variation of theoretical calculated and experimentally observed electrical efficiency, hm and module temperature, Tc for different cases; (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c)
Case 3, and (d) Case 4.



Guiavarch and Peuportier [44]. It happens due to two reasons,
firstly, reduction in heat losses from inside of test cell to outside due
to the presence of glazing in glass to glass cases. Secondly, the direct
heat gain through non packing area of glass to glass along with low
thermal conductivity of tedlar [29,30]. Moreover, installation of a
duct on test cell any how increases, Tr than without duct case for
both PV modules. The variation pattern of test cell inside air tem-
perature, Tr follows the same exponential expression as observed
from the theoretical analysis of PVT integrated test cell for all the
cases. For theoretical calculation, Eqs (1), (7), (12), (18a) and (22a)
were used and compared with experimentally observed results
on the bases of correlation coefficients (r) and root mean square
deviation (e). Their values vary from 0.871 to 0.921 and 2.82 to 3.44
respectively. This indicates that a fair agreement has been accom-
plished between experimentally observed and theoretically calcu-
lated Tr values for all the cases. For case 1 and 3, the ducted plate
and fluid air temperature are shown in Fig. 8. Since the solar irra-
diance is directly transmitted through the non-packing area of case
1, their blackened ducted plate gets direct solar irradiance as well as
conduction through solar cell whereas in case 3 only conduction via
tedlar play dominant role. The daily average duct plate and fluid air
temperatures (average over the duct) of case 1 were about 45 �C

and 27 �C respectively. For case 3, daily average duct plate and
average fluid (air) temperatures over the duct (daily) were 37.2 �C
and 19 �C respectively.

The comparisons of instantaneous thermal efficiency for
different cases in outdoor conditions are depicted in Fig. 9.
Generally, a PV module is used to generate electrical energy, but, by
using a proper arrangement, PV can also be used for space heating
[29,30]. For cases 1 and 3, integrated duct behind the PV module
operates on a force convection mode that helps increase the test
cell inside air temperature by regular air circulation through duct.
For cases 2 and 4, direct transmission of solar irradiance through
non packing area of PV module and conduction through solar cell
increases room air temperature [29,30,44]. Eq. (26) is used to
calculate instantaneous thermal efficiency for all the cases.
Instantaneous thermal efficiency, that was calculated hourly as
thermal energy Mr.Ca.(Tr�Ta) stored by increasing test cell room air
temperature with respect to available solar irradiance. Case 1 has
maximum instantaneous thermal efficiency with daily average
value of 32.77% followed by case 3 with 32.37%. Case 2 shows
higher thermal efficiency over cases 4 with daily average values of
25.40% and 14.05%, respectively. These results agree with several
experimental and theoretical studies carried out by authors such as

Fig. 7. The hourly variation of theoretical calculated and experimentally Test cell room air temperature, Tr for different cases; (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, and (d) Case 4.

Fig. 8. The hourly variation of ducted blacken surface temperature and fluid temperature (average over the length of duct) for both Cases 1 and 3.
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Chow [5,29], Chow et al. [26], Tyagi et al. [34], Fung and Yang [35],
Anderson et al. [36] and Yin at al [38]. The hourly calculated ther-
mal energy generated during experimentation for all the four cases
are given in Table 3. The useful thermal energy available for space
heating in a day for all the cases is depicted in Fig. 10. Case 1 has
maximum solar heat gain with an hourly average about 0.32 kW h/
hr as it has higher instantaneous thermal efficiency followed by
case 2 with value 0.24 kW h/hr.

Thermal load levelling (TLL) with packing factor for all cases is
shown in Fig. 11. TLL is inversely associated with the thermal
comfort. As the level of thermal comfort increases, the value of TLL
decreases and vice versa. When the value of TLL approaches zero
this signifies an ideal case and there will be no fluctuation in
temperature. In present case, as packing factor of PV modules in-
crease, thermal stability decreases. For uniform space heating or
various applications that require space heating, TLL should be low.
Case 1 again attains maximum TLL results for higher performance
of heat gain but its hourly variation reflects non uniformity.
Though, this phenomenon can be overcome by air diffusion
through the ambient environment keeping the packing factor low
to enhance the performance of PVT system for all cases. This
observation is in agreement with the previous studies by Tiwari

et al. [42], Vats et al. [45] and Taffesse et al. [46]. In various appli-
cations such as space heating, greenhouse base biogas production,
clothing industries and drying industries that requires uniform

Fig. 9. Comparative hourly variation of hourly measured instantaneous thermal efficiency, hith of different case.

Fig. 10. Comparison of cumulative useful thermal gain obtained from different cases.

Fig. 11. Comparative hourly variation of thermal load levelling with packing factor for
different cases.
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heating, TLL should be kept low [42,45]. Fig. 12 shows the variation
of thermal load levelling (TLL) with mass flow rate of air through
duct integrated below the photovoltaic modules for cases 1 and 3.
For both cases, as mass flow rate increases their thermal stability
decreases with high value of TLL. Though, slope of TLL is more at
low mass flow rate and as mass flow increases the slope curve
decreases. Rajoria et al. [40] and Tiwari et al. [45] have also
observed same phenomenon of increasing mass flow rate with
decreasing thermal stability of the system. The hourly variation of
thermal load levelling (TLL) with absorptivity and tranmittivity for
all the cases are shown in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. The ab-
sorptivity reflects the degradation effect whereas, the trans-
mittivity reflects dusting effect on photovoltaic modules [45,46]. As
absorptivity of PVT configuration increases the TLL value decreases,
therefore for thermal stability higher absorptivity is preferred. Due
to the aging of photovoltaic, degradation (absorptivity reduces)
takes place due to decolouration and defects in PV modules, which
results in the reduction of thermal stability or TLL values. Fig. 13
clearly indicates that with increasing tranmittivity of the photo-
voltaic glass reduces TLL resulting thermal instability increases.
Therefore, regular cleaning of PVT modules makes it more ther-
mally stable for better performance [45].

It can be inferred from the above studies that glass to glass PV
module has high capacity of heat dissipation evenwithout duct, its
efficiency increases. The integration of duct helps increase thermal
efficiency for both types of PV modules and the unique combina-
tion of glass to glass PV with duct (Case 1) not only improves
module electrical efficiency but also play an unparalleled role in
space heating for cold climatic condition. Thus case 1 increases the
room air temperature about 5 �C in pursued by case 2 with about
4 �C change with respect to ambient temperature.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the performance of four different PVT configura-
tions integrated on prototype test cells were investigated to
comprehend the efficacy of building integrated PVT (BiPVT) sys-
tems. An analytical model for electrical efficiencies, room air tem-
perature of test cells and thermal efficiencies is developed, and
experimentally validated in outdoor condition on the basis of cor-
relation coefficient (r) and root means square deviation (e) and
found to be in range r ¼ 0.867e0.915, e ¼ 2.51e3.42, and
r¼ 0.871e0.921 e¼ 2.82e3.44, respectively. The installation of duct
(Case 3) helps in reducing the operating temperature, Tc with
hourly average 4.5 �C for glass to tedlar PV module (Case 4).
Whereas, for glass to glass PV module (Case 1), its operating

temperature, Tc increases with an hourly average 1.07 �C than
without duct (Case 2) due to the entrapment of preheated air inside
duct enclosure. As compared to without duct (Case 4), glass to
tedlar PV module with duct (Case 3) has higher electrical efficiency
with an average 0.28% while on the contrary in glass to glass PV
module without duct (Case 2) have higher electrical efficiency than
with duct (Case 1) with an average 0.05%. The glass-to-glass PV
modules as compared with glass-to-tedlar PV module have higher
electrical efficiency with an average of 0.72% and 1.05% for with and
without duct cases. Electrical energy are found to be 0.583 kWh,
0.584 kWh, 0.505 kWh and 0.488 kWh for case 1, case 2, case 3 and
case 4, respectively for a typical day of January. Similarly, their
corresponding thermal energy are 3.74 kWh, 2.90 kWh, 2.78 kWh
and 1.06 kWh for case 1, case 2, case 3 and case 4, respectively. In
ducted case, case 1 has the maximum room air temperature and
maximum daily useful solar heat gain is higher by 1.3 �C and
0.13 kWh as compared with case 3, whereas, in non-ducted case,
case 2 is higher by 2.4 �C and 0.25 kWh as compared to the case 4.
Thermal stability decrease with increase of packing factor and air
mass flow rate through the PV integrated duct along with at low
mass flow rate. Moreover, degradation (decrements in absorptivity)
and dusting effects (decrements in transmittivity) of photovoltaic
module creates detrimental impact on the thermal stability of
different PVT configuration.

Fig. 12. Comparative hourly variation of thermal load levelling with mass flow rate of
air through duct for different cases.

Fig. 13. Comparative hourly variation of thermal load levelling with absorptivity (ef-
fect of degradation on PV modules) for different cases.

Fig. 14. Comparative hourly variation of thermal load levelling with transmittivity
(effect of dusting on PV modules) for different cases.
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Based on the developed model and its experimental validation,
the analytical model can be a very useful tool for the designer, ar-
chitect to predesign the optimal system according to the load de-
mands. Design of case 1 is efficient if these kinds of systems are
installed as roof of building or integrated with building envelop,
this will simultaneously fulfil the electrical and thermal needs. The
design of case 2 is beneficial in terms of electric production as
compared to uncontrolled heating, though; daylighting is the
additional benefit in this case. The proposed model should also be
validated for different kind of PV technology available in the mar-
ket. To attain a thermal comfort or achieve desired temperature
inside test cell or building integrated PVT system, mass flow rate of
air inside duct should be optimized as per the need. An overall
exergy analysis should be carried out considering daylighting pa-
rameters for both glass to glass and glass to tedlar PV module as
well as possible feasible usage of transparent duct.
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Appendix

In modelling equations, we used following relations for defining
the design parameters, which are shown in Table 1 [1,30,40e43].

(i) Case 1: Glass-to-glass PV module with duct

ðatÞG ¼ hp1ateff1 þ hp2ateff2

Here, ateff1 ¼ acbctg � hmoð1þ boToÞ and ateff2 ¼ apð1� bcÞtg
hp1 and hp2 is the penalty factors due to glass cover of PV

module, and corresponding ho and hf values taken from Tiwari et al.

[1], which are defined as, hp1 ¼ U c;f

Uc;aþUc;f
and hp2 ¼ hf

Up;aþhf

Uc;a ¼
�
Lg
Kg

þ 1
ho

	�1

; ho ¼ 5:7þ 3:8 V ; V ¼ 1 m=s

Uc;f ¼
�
Lg
Kg

þ 1
hi

	�1
; hf ¼ hi ¼ 2:8þ 3v; v ¼ 2 m=s

Ut ¼
Uc;f $Uc;a

Uc;f þ Uc;a
; UTt ¼

Up;a,hf
Up;a þ hf

; UL;G ¼ Ut þ UTt

(ii) Case 2: Glass-to-glass PV module without duct

In this analysis, ho and hi taken from Tiwari et al. [1].

ateff1 ¼ acbctg � hmoð1þ boToÞ;

ateff3 ¼ tgð1� bcÞ

Uc;a ¼
�
Lg
Kg

þ 1
ho

	�1
; ho ¼ 5:7þ 3:8 V ; V ¼ 1 m=s

Ub ¼
�
Lg
Kg

þ 1
hi

	�1
; hi ¼ 2:8þ 3v; v ¼ 0 m=s

(iii) Case 3: Glass-to-tedlar PV module with duct

ateff ¼
�
tgfacbc þ aTð1� bcÞg � hmoð1þ boToÞ

�
hp1 and hp2 is the penalty factors due to glass cover and tedlar of

PV module, which are defined as, hp1 ¼ UT
Uc;aþUT

and hp2 ¼ hT
Uc;aþhT

,

used ho and hT values taken from Tiwari et al. [1].

Uc;a ¼
�
Lg
Kg

þ 1
ho

	�1

; ho ¼ 5:7þ 3:8 V ; V ¼ 1m=s

UT ¼
�
LT
KT

þ 1
hT

	�1
;hT ¼ 2:8þ 3v; v ¼ 2 m=s

UTt ¼
Uc;a$UT

Uc;a þ UT
; Ut;f ¼

UtT,hT
UtT þ hT

; UL;T ¼ Ut;f þ UTt

(iv) Case 4: Glass-to-tedlar PV module without duct

In this analysis used ho and hi values taken from Tiwari et al. [1].

ateff ¼ tg ½acbc þ aT ð1� bcÞ � hmoð1þ boToÞ�

Uc;a ¼
�
Lg
Kg

þ 1
ho

	�1

; ho ¼ 5:7þ 3:8 V ; V ¼ 1 m=s

Ub ¼
�
LT
KT

þ 1
hi

	�1

; hi ¼ 2:8þ 3v; v ¼ 0 m=s
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Nomenclature

Am: area of the PV module (m2)
As: area of inside wall surface (m2)
b: width of PV module (m)
Ca: specific heat of air (J/kgK)
DC: direct current
h: heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 oC)
ho: heat transfer coefficient between a surface and ambient of account on convection

and radiation (W/m2 oC)
hk: heat transfer coefficient through the glass cover of a solar cell (W/m2 oC)
hr: radiative heat transfer coefficient ((W/m2 oC))
hp1: penalty factor due to presence of solar cell material, tedlar and EVA,

dimensionless
hp2: penalty factor due to presence of interface between tedlar and working fluid

through absorber plate, dimensionless
I (t): incident solar intensity (W/m2)
IL: load current (A)
Imax: maximum current in the module (A)
Isc: short circuit current in the module (A)
K: thermal conductivity (W/m K)
L: length of PV module (m)
_m: mass flow rate (kg/sec)
M: mass (kg)
_Qu: rate of useful energy transfer (W)
t: time (s)
T: average temperature (�C or K)
T: temperature (�C or K)
UL: overall heat transfer coefficient from solar cell to ambient through top and back

surface of insulation (W/m2 �C)
(UA)T: overall heat transfer coefficient from inside of test cell to ambient air tem-

perature, (W/m2 �C)
Ub: an overall back loss coefficient from flowing air/plate to ambient (W/m2 �C)
Up,a: an overall heat transfer coefficient from blackend plate to ambient through

bottom surface (W/m2 �C)
UL: an overall heat transfer coefficient for glass to glass and glass to tedlar modules

(W/m2 �C)
Ut: overall top loss coefficient of unglazed module (W/m2 �C)
UTt: overall top loss coefficient of plate to ambient (W/m2 �C)
Uc,a: an overall heat transfer coefficient from solar cell to ambient through glass

cover (W/m2 �C)
U c,f: an overall heat transfer coefficient from solar cell to flowing air through glass

cover/tedlar (W/m2 �C)
VL: load voltage (V)
Voc: open circuit voltage (V)
V,v: air velocity (m/sec)
Vmax: maximum voltage (V)
Voc: open circuit voltage (V)

Subscripts

a: ambient
c: solar cell/module
eff: effective
f: working Fluid (air)
fi: inlet fluid
fo: outgoing fluid
g,G: glass
G-G: glass to Glass
ith: instantaneous thermal
p: blackened Plate
r: room (test cell inside)
T: tedlar
th: thermal

Greek letters

a: absorptivity
(at)eff: product of effective absorptivity and transmittivity
bc: packing factor
bo: temperature dependent correction coefficient
t: transmittivity
h: efficiency
hm: electrical efficiency of PV module
hmo: efficiency at standard test condition (I(t) ¼ 1000 W/m2 and Ta ¼ 25 �C)

(dimensionless)
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